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On the count of three, I want you to tell me the name of one person
in your family you love.
One, two, three (Kids will tell names)!
Great job! Can you show love to that person by HITTING them or by
giving them a HUG? (Giving them a hug)
That’s right! God wants us to ALWAYS SHOW (hands up and out) LOVE
(hug self) to others.
Everyone find a crayon and write your NAME on the line at the
bottom of your paper (Kids will write name/attempt to write name on
line at the bottom of Hand Craft Sheets).
Let’s put our crayons back in the container (Kids put crayons back).
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Let me see you shake your hands super-fast if you like going to the
grocery store with your mom or dad (Allow responses).
If you are at the grocery store with your mom, should you YELL and
CRY or should you kindly WALK nicely beside your mom? (Kindly
walk beside your mom)
Even when we have to do things we may not like to do, like go to the
grocery store, we can still ALWAYS SHOW (hands up and out) LOVE
(hug self) to our moms or dads.
We are all going to TRACE ONE of our hands onto our papers, like this
(Demonstrate how to trace hand on Hand Craft Sheet. Then allow
kids to do the same. Help kids as needed).
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Pat your knees if you have ever roasted marshmallows.
(Allow responses)
If your little brother is too little to roast marshmallows but he really
wants to, should you LAUGH at him or should you HELP him?
(Help him)
That’s right! You can ALWAYS SHOW (hands up and out) LOVE (hug
self) by helping others!
Now let’s COLOR the hand on our papers (Use crayons to color hand
traced on paper).
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If your friend wins the big race and you finish last, should you CRY
and POUT or should you CHEER for your friend?
(Cheer for your friend)
Yes! You can ALWAYS show love to your friends by cheering them on
when they do great things, even if they beat you.
(Hold up Heart Decoration) These hearts remind us of what we Need
to Know today. Let’s all say it together (Have kids say Need to Know
with motions)!
Everyone find ONE heart and put it on your paper (Kids will select one
Heart Decoration and place on Hand Craft Sheet).
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Clap your hands if you like to draw with sidewalk chalk.
(Allow responses)
If your sister wants to play with you, should you tell her to GO AWAY?
(No)
That’s right! You can show love to your brother or sister by letting
them play with you.
We have these hearts (hold up Heart Decoration) to remind us to
ALWAYS SHOW (hands up and out) LOVE (hug self) to others.
Everyone find ONE heart and put it on your paper (Kids will select one
Heart Decoration and place on Hand Craft Sheet).
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Show me a sad face (Kids make sad faces).
If you see a boy at church who is sad and alone, should you LAUGH
at him or should you ask him to PLAY with you?
(Ask him to play with you)
That’s right! You can show love to him by asking him to play with you
and your friends!
(Hold up Heart Decoration) These hearts remind us of what we Need
to Know today. Let’s all say it together (Have kids say Need to Know
with motions)!
Everyone find ONE heart and put it on your paper (Kids will select one
Heart Decoration and place on Hand Craft Sheet).

